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 “To dissuade and defeat threats as early and as far from U.S. borders as possible.”  
THE NPS MARITIME DEFENSE AND SECURITY RESEARCH 





The Center for Asymmetric Warfare Sensor Island  




     A dirty bomb explodes in Los Angeles, an oil well bursts in the Gulf of Mexico, a wildfire 
erupts in Colorado.  Government agencies, emergency responders, non-governmental organiza-
tions, commercial enterprises and the general public scramble to react and respond.  How can 
everyone coordinate the real data from the real event in real time to provide all of these parties 
the information they need to take action?  During the Los Angeles based Operation Golden 
Phoenix exercise and the Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems International wildfire table 
top exercise, the Sensor Island provided the technical and operational bridge between deployed 
sensors and responders. 
     The Naval Postgraduate School’s Center for Asymmetric Warfare (CAW) and Technology 
Service Corporation (TSC) implemented a “Sensor Island” concept providing an unprecedented 
capability to integrate dynamic sensors and sensor platforms for response missions enhancing 
situational awareness across participating homeland security and disaster response organiza-
tions.  The Sensor Island provides a robust, trusted infrastructure and connection technologies 
that allow sensors, sensor platforms, and sensor users to interact, interoperate, and meet those 
challenges. 
     Recognizing this challenge, the CAW worked with TSC to adapt technologies developed to sup-
port homeland defense and homeland security exercises with the CAW’s high volume and high 
speed network.   The collaboration resulted in the deployment of the ‘Sensor Island”. The island in-
cludes system and software components that translate sensor and platform information into open 
geospatial consortium output that can be consumed by multiple common operational pictures from 
advance emergency operations center geographic information system displays to smart phones.  
Sensor owners and organizations control their sharing parameters and the Sensor Island, imple-
mented in the CAW’s Sharepoint system, adapted to support the dynamic responses needed in the 
fluid nature of emergency response. 
 
   
Dear Readers,  
     PLEASE submit a short 200-300-word article introducing your organiza-
tion’s Maritime Security and Defense-related mission and activities or add an 
event to our calendar.   
Contact Ms. Rita Painter at rpainte@nps.edu.  
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     The Sensor Island is a refined set of hardware, software, communications, and system 
components operating on the Center for Asymmetric Warfare’s high bandwidth network and 
TSC’s technical development and integration facility. The island allows homeland security and 
homeland defense (HLS/HLD) customers to integrate and share information from real and 
near-real time sensors and other dynamic objects (robots, UAVs, USVs, etc.) among geospa-
tial operational pictures using web service concepts and capabilities. 
     The island is always on and when subscribers deploy and turn on their systems and sen-
sors, the island recognizes that they are deployed and operating and begins to collect and dis-
seminate information to participating organizations in the form of sensor data feeds and geo-
spatial sensor overlays.  The Island implementation uses the CAW’s gigabit SIPRNET, NI-
PRNET, and internet infrastructure where homeland security consumers may integrate se-
lected sensors and platforms in the form of the Technology Service Corporation Smart 
Points™ web service containers for real and near real time data collection, visualization, and 
dissemination for their use and the use of their consumer.  
     The island concept reduces IT and security burdens on customer operations by insulating 
the data collection and transmission from the larger geospatial enterprise through the use of 
controlled web service feeds.  Organizations need not load specialized software for them-
selves or their users but only connect, as needed, to the island and ingest sensor data into 
their existing geographic displays/common operational pictures or a COP provided by the is-
land.  The Sensor Island team and facility provides customers  the technical expertise  and 
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infrastructure to establish connections, build on existing sensor protocols, produce new proto-
cols, task organize the dissemination of sensor data among participating organizations and/or 
maintain closed access to unique sensor networks.  
     The Sensor Island provides external collection, storage, and dissemination of sensor infor-
mation across the responding organization and can provide connectivity to reach back analysis 
and support organizations.  For example, sensor information could be transmitted to organiza-
tions like DTRA, who could ingest the sensor data, produce algorithmic output such as threat/
hazard plumes, and return that data to the consumer.  In addition to re-use of existing sensor 
and device protocols, the Sensor Island team can rapidly implement, test and deploy new sen-
sor protocols in response to dynamically changing HLS/HLD situations or threats. 
     Integrating unmanned vehicles – The CAW is working with the Association of Unmanned 
Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI), to connect dynamic objects into the island so that 
those UV’s can interact with the other entities within the island.  The CAW and AUVSI con-
ducted a wildfire fighting tabletop exercise in Dugway Proving Grounds and the Tooele County 
Emergency Operations Center in September to examine the utility of UV’s to support fire fight-
ers and to show how those diverse devices could be connected to the sensor island to provide 
advanced situational awareness across a dynamically challenging response environment and 
to reduce the risk and cost of fighting fires by allocating tasks to remotely piloted/controlled ob-
jects. 
     An exciting aspect of the Sensor Island infrastructure is that dynamic platforms such as un-
manned vehicles can be quickly modified within the information to connect to different sensors 
or add sensors.  A platform, such as a fast patrol boat, could be equipped with radar, electro-
optic and meteorological sensors and each of those sensors integrated within the island for 
distribution to consumers.  The CAW experimented with this implementation.  
Supporting Common Operational Pictures (COP) 
     The Sensor Island is not a COP in and of itself though it provides sensor and platform lay-
ers for display on most commonly used desktop and web based COPs.  The island serves to 
collect, archive, and disseminate live sensor and platform information in the form of dynamic 
COP layers to consumers operating COP architectures such as those provided by ESRI, 
GoogleEarth, Yahoo maps and commercial emergency response.   The Sensor Island can be 
configured to support any geospatial COP that supports Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 
Web Feature and Web Mapping service (WFS and WMS) and has been customized to support 
unique data feeds as well. 
     For customers who do not have a COP, the Sensor Island team provides a focused COP 
for individual subscribers or for specific exercises or operations that involve organizations that 
require rapid, ad-hoc implementations to support data dissemination – for example the Island 
could publish a emergency response site for something like the current Gulf of Mexico oil spill 
which may require a site of its own or a public service site in the event of an emergency or re-
sponse event that require disseminating information to the general public. 
     The end result is a much more comprehensive situational awareness and response capa-
bility being made available across the enterprise.  Each individual contributor provides their 
team’s sensor information to the island and has access to a much more coming from the is-
land, so long as that information is approved for access. 
 Article contributed by:   Alan Jaeger, ajaeger@nps.navy.mil  
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The LIBRARIAN’S CORNER— Greta Marlatt, gmarlatt@nps.edu 
(CONTROL +click, to follow links) 
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Piracy Challenges Maritime Security Off Somalia http://www.defense.gov/news/newsarticle.aspx?
id=62589 
 
Maritime Information Sharing Task (MIST) http://www.gmsa.gov/gmiss/mist.php 
May 2-5  Maritime Security Conference, Kiel Germany  http://www.cjoscoemaritimeconference.org 
May 2-5  MORS Symposium on MDA, ASW Base in San Diego  http://www.mors.org 
May 4-5   9th Maritime & Transportation Security Expo, Baltimore Convention Center, MD 
http://www.maritimesecurityexpo.com  
May 31-Jun 3  Maritime Stakeholder’s Conference,  NORAD and  USNORTHCOM HQ, Peterson 
AFB, CO    https://registration.noradnorthcom.mil/gateway/default.aspx 
 
Jun 20-23 79th MORS Symposium, at NPS  http://www.mors.org  
 
July 13-14  9th Security Workshop , National University of Singapore   (Dr. Tom Huynh, 
thuynh@nps.edu) 
July 25-29  Classified Advanced Technology Update at NPS  http://www.nps.edu/catu/ 
Future Events: 
